
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 1, Week 9 

This Week, the children in Red group got engaged in various learning experiences related to Easter such as making bunny crowns, Easter Greeting Cards, 

Easter paper baskets followed by Easter Egg Hunt. Some children also got engaged in solving big bunny puzzles as a team and achieved goals together.  

Some children got engaged in building shape of bunny using popsicle sticks while other got engaged in making shapes of eggs, bunny with playdough. 

Children’s attention was drawn towards patterns via Egg observational drawing where children got engaged in looking at the visuals and draw the patterns 

on their eggs. 

Following from last week, where we started focusing on building friendships and maintain that relationship respectfully, this week we talked about  

PERSONAL SPACE and how we can respect each other's personal space during play in our session and take care of each others’ feelings.  Children were 

talked about making rows to sit during group time so that everyone can see the board and not entering their each others 'personal spaces. 

Children showed great excitement to go for an Easter Egg  Hunt in our Fairy Garden and were encouraged to help each other to find eggs around the yard. 

Children are still showing interest in our little construction play area where children got engaged in discussion about finding out different type of vehicles 

at construction site. The educator facilitated the play by driving their attention to the kinder yard where actual diggers and machines are being used.  We 

also talked about the safety of us and also the safety of construction workers while they are at construction site. 
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